Step forward with encapsia

Introducing Clinical Trials in 3D:
Decentralized
Data Science
Digital Transformation

The holistic eClinical platform for your trials
Encapsia is a powerful tool that delivers a complete eClinical solution to gather and
manage clinical trial data and give true, live insights on trial progress that inform and
enhance management decisions.

More than just an EDC, our innovative,
powerful and holistic platform is
revolutionizing the clinical landscape in real
time.

Instant data, anywhere
With multiple data capture options (EDC, eSource and HomeVisit), encapsia
operates in a live, cloud-hosted, single data repository. This enables all your
teams to interact with live, data, wherever they are, increasing efficiencies,
reducing the burden on the patient and improving the value of investigatorpatient relationships.

Actionable insights

Seamless integration

With live data visibility at your
fingertips, encapsia empowers you
to make faster, better informed
decisions.

Integration between your various
platforms is seamless, as is
connecting to other vendors, via
encapsia’s REST API architecture.

Flexibility and speed

Cost savings

Flexibility is built-in and our
technology is future-proof: built
to leverage the cloud and
boasting unrivalled speed of
development.

For you, encapsia also means no
downtime, cleaner data
immediately on data entry, and
enhanced speed and cost-savings.

This industry-leading software, along with complete, first class
support from our project management and technical consulting
teams, is available to all.
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How does encapsia work?
EDC

eSource

•Adaptable configuration for complex trials
•Advanced edit checks
•Modern and powerful user experience

•Removes data transcription
•At site or in patient’s homes.
•Designed for sites

Insigths and Analytics

CDMS and Monitoring

•Real-time data visualizations
•Interactive and customizable
•Actionable insights

•Full query management
•Configurable and dynamic review
•Issue tracking
•Medical Coding

Third party data

Powerful integrations

•Large data loads
•Automated data reconciliation
•Supported review

••Designed for integrations
•Standard and hyper integrations
•Examples: eConsent, ePRO, RTSM, CTMS

Accelerate your clinical innovation
and digital transformation today
Collect, review, manage and action all your data in ONE platform.

Collect
Capture data flexibly
with any mix of EDC,
eSource and HomeVisit
Handle third party data
with ease: upload data
from labs, multimedia
and wearables
Attach multimedia and
upload data instantly

Identify
Spot trends over time or
by assessment with
immediate data
visualizations
Identify outliers in one
view or one click through
fully actionable,
interactive insights
See site performance side
by side
Track subject progress
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Act
Track, review and clean
all clinical trial data
instantly
Increase collaboration
amongst your study team
through live query
management
Save time through live,
real-time coding
Identify missing or
unexpected records and
easily reconcile data

Manage
See, manage and
action all your data,
24/7, with no
downtime
Access full audit trail
for all your data
Learn to navigate the
platform in minutes
with online training

Why choose encapsia?
Real-time
Collect, query, clean, visualize and
analyze all your clinical data in
real time
time, in one system with a
single representation of the data,

Choice
eSource, EDC, HomeVisit.
Capture data your way and utilize
multimedia for remote monitoring
and novel study endpoints.

Flexibility
Review flexibly and track
and manage issues- all
built in.

Availability
Powerful, configurable tools at
your fingertips. Your data, where
and when you want it.

Encapsia Insights.
Unrivalled oversight of data.

Impeccable client delivery and support, all the way
When working with encapsia, we
ensure your trial is delivered by the
most experienced project management
supported by a team of technical
consultants, all dedicated to support
you in achieving your goals.
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We offer:
Account Management
Database configuration
Project Management
Cloud hosting
Telephone Helpdesk 24x7x365
Minor & patch releases

Encapsia introduces Clinical Trials in 3D:
Decentralized, Data Science and Digital Transformation
A revolutionary solution for decentralized clinical trials
Our industry is now, more than ever, ready to move to decentralized trials (DCT) and design hybrid protocols
that support trial continuity and have a more patient-centric approach.

Now is the time you need
a modern DCT platform:
powerful, flexible and
innovative

Most sponsors are struggling to implement
DCT and an innovative, modern technology
platform that enables more efficient and
future-ready trial processes can address the
challenges you face.
The unique architecture of encapsia brings
the technology to the data and provides an
agile, revolutionary way to support
decentralized clinical trials.

Step forward with encapsia and let us demonstrate
how choosing the right technology can transform
your trials of tomorrow:
Live data and industry leading visualizations
offer unrivalled trial oversight
Conduct a trial visit at a patient’s home,
avoiding the need for patients to travel to site
Easy to use eSource, accessible from anywhere
in the world. Data is saved in real time in the
cloud and can be captured even offline
Smooth patient interaction: Sites can request
drug dispensation, perform drug accountability,
or randomize directly from the encapsia
Less monitoring: no transcription of data with
DDC, no SDV, hence reduced site visits
Instant data quality offered by complex
validation checks on entry
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Adaptability and easy adoption: eSource and
EDC are supported within the same study
allowing clinical teams the flexibility to
manage site preferences or capabilities as
needed
Rapid data ingest and integration, with minimal
intervention: third party data, labs, ePRO or
data from wearables can be easily uploaded by
the user
Encapsia database is available 24/7, with no
downtime for mid-study design changes or
maintenance
·Easy and straightforward integration with other
any of your existing systems

Evolve from data management to data science
With encapsia, you can transform your data management teams and empower them to be more efficient.
They can:
Provide remote monitoring of trial data, in realtime, working in partnership with the CRA at site
who is ensuring trial safety and efficacy

Gain greater domain knowledge and create
a new paradigm in trial efficiency and
effectiveness

Considerably reduce FTEs on cleaning the data
and shift to analyzing and reviewing

Benefit from improved data quality, greater
patient safety and oversight

Drive your digital transformation forward
The radical shift of organizations from the traditional, staid clinical development
process through digital transformation can now become a reality by bringing the
right technology to your data.

Encapsia is built for purpose, leveraging modern
concepts to revitalize clinical trials and giving users
the experience of tech that they use in other aspects
of their lives
Implementing a technology like encapsia into your workflows will not only improve efficiency, support speed
to market, but also cascade further through your company, increasing the effectiveness of clinical teams and
reducing costs.

Is designed to address
the pain around remote
collection, integration,
and availability of
disparate data

Offers powerful visualizations
to provide greater oversight,
down to the source data level,
to allow immediate action and
optimize trials

Leverages modern
architecture to advance
clinical trials, optimizing
data workflows and
removing the silos

Ask us how encapsia can help!
www.encapsia.com
info@encapsia.com

